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Abstract

Switch allocation is a critical pipeline stage in the router of
an Network-on-Chip (NoC), in which flits in the input ports of
the router are assigned to the output ports for forwarding. This
allocation is in essence a matching between the input requests
and output port resources. Efficient router designs strive to max-
imize the matching. Previous research considers the allocation
decision at each cycle either independently or depending on
prior allocations. In this paper, we demonstrate that the matching
decisions made in a router along time actually form a time
series, and the Quality-of-Allocation (QoA) can be maximized if
the matching decision is made across the time series, from past
history to future requests. Based on this observation, a novel
router design, TS-Router, is proposed. TS-Router predicts future
requests to arrive at a router and tries to maximize the matching
across cycles. It can be extended easily from most state-of-the-
art routers in a lightweight fashion. Our evaluation of TS-Router
uses synthetic traffic as well as real benchmark programs in
full-system simulator. The results show that TS-Router can have
higher number of matchings and lower latency. In addition, a
prototype of TS-Router is implemented in Verilog, so that power
consumption and area overhead are also evaluated.

I. Introduction

As the number of cores keeps increasing on chip multiproces-
sors, the Network-on-Chip (NoC) technology is becoming essen-
tial to interconnect these cores [16], [6]. Many prior efforts on the
design of efficient routers have been developed to design efficient
router for NoCs. One class of works focused on the resource
allocation inside a router, including Virtual-channel Allocation
(VA) and Switch Allocation (SA), because these operations are
in the critical path of the router pipeline [24], [18]. A key issue
in resource allocation is the Quality-of-Allocation (QoA), which
is the subject of serveral recent works [2], [3], [21], [23].

QoA refers to the ability of a router to match input port
requests with output port resources [3], which is often measured
as the number of matches that can be made in a cycle. A higher
QoA means that a router can move more packets across its
internal switches in a cycle, resulting in higher throughput. Most
existing works aim at maximizing the number of matches but
only consider the allocation within a single cycle. In fact, the
matching decisions made in a router along time actually form a
time series1. A greedy allocation algorithm which maximizes the
matching in each cycle might not lead to best QoA across the
whole time series.

Recent works such as Packet Chaining [21] and Pseudo-
Circuit [2] have discovered that allocation decisions made in the
current cycle may be affected by those made in the previous
cycles. Allocation strategies are thus proposed to improve the
number of matches in a router by inheriting the results of previous
cycles. Experiment results show this strategy can even outperform
maximal matching via wavefront allocator [26] and maximum
matching via augmenting path algorithm [9]. This implies that
maximal/maximum matching within a single cycle is not good
enough and back-to-back allocations should be considered.

Although the idea of performing switch allocation based
on past history works well, the requirement to achieve good
performance is still quite rigid – the current allocation must have
suitable similarity with the previous one. Unfortunately, this is
only valid in some specific cases. If the similarity is too low, the
performance of history-based strategies [21], [2] will degenerate
to that of independent allocation [20]. On the other hand, if the
similarity is too high, the performance will also be degraded
because inheriting the previous allocation will starve the new
requests. Therefore, a more general and less demanding strategy
is needed.

In this paper, we discuss Quality-of-Allocation of switch
allocation from the perspective of time series of matching be-

1Generally speaking, a time series can be a sequence of data, results,
or decisions, which have happen-before relationships and therefore can
be represented along with time.
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Fig. 1: An overview of different designs. (a) The initial works for
maximizng the number of matchings. (b) History-based solution,
which uses previous allocation(s) to improve current allocation.
(c) TS-Router predicts the future requests to improve the current
allocation.

tween input port requests and output port resources. With such
a perspective, the allocation decision made at each cycle should
consider not only past decisions but also future requests. In
the next section, we will show an example to illustrate that
maximizing the number of allocations in a single cycle is not
enough, since current allocation will affect future allocations.
If the requests in the following cycles can be predicted, the
allocation decision made in the current cycle can be adjusted
accordingly, which results in more concurrent connections in con-
secutive allocations. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of previous
works (maximizing matches in a single cycle and history-based)
and our design.

Based on this observation, a novel router design, TS-Router, is
proposed. TS-Router predicts future requests to arrive at a router
and tries to maximize the matching across cycles. In this paper,
a forwarding design in the router architecture for maximizing
the current and future allocations is proposed, in which possible
conflicts in the future are predicted and resolved, resulting in
more concurrent connections along time. In contrast to naive
prediction, the forwarding datapath directly forwards the requests
from virtual-channel allocation stage to switch allocation stage,
which results in accurate prediction.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose
the concept of time-series matchings, which is in contrast
to maximal and maximum matching.

• A novel router design, TS-Router, is proposed, which real-

izes the idea of time-series matching.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
preliminaries of this paper are introduced, including a background
of allocation and matching, followed by the representation of an
allocation. A motivating example is given in Section III to show
that maximal and maximum matching considered within a single
cycle do not lead to a global optimal allocation. Instead, time-
series-based allocation outperforms these allocation algorithms.
In Section IV, the design of TS-Router is introduced, including
a discussion of the implementation overheads. For evaluating the
performance of TS-Router, we present comprehensive experimen-
tal results in Section V to compare the TS-Router with the classic
iSLIP allocator [20] and the most recent allocation algorithm
[21]. Finally, related works are discussed in Section VI, and the
conclusions and future work are given in Section VII.

II. Preliminaries

In this section, we give a brief introduction on the prelimi-
naries on allocation in NoC architecture.

A. Allocation and Matching

An allocation or a matching in a router is to pair the input
ports (in-ports) and output ports (out-ports). To avoid conflicts,
one input port can only be paired with one output port, and
vice versa. A maximal matching means that while there is
an existing matching, it is impossible to add more pair(s) to
the existing matching. On the contrary, a maximum matching
means that it is the largest matching in terms of the number
of paired input-to-output ports. Note that a maximum matching
is certainly a maximal matching. However, a maximal matching
is not necessarily a maximum matching. 2

B. Representation of Allocation

We use a request matrix to show requesting-requested rela-
tionships between input ports and output ports in the stage of
Switch Allocation (SA). Each row stands for an input port and
the cells in a row are the requested output ports. Each column
stands for an output port and the cells in a column are the input
ports that are requesting for this output port. White circles stands
for the requests. A V × U request matrix can be represented as
a bipartite graph denoted as G = (V ;U ;E), and vice versa.

Once an allocation is done, the resultant matrix has the
following properties: (1) Each row can only contains one white
circle, that is, each input port can request at most one output port
at a time. (2) Each column can contain only one white circle, that
is, each output port can only be requested by at most an input
port at a time. A request matrix can also be depicted as a bipartite
graph G = (V ;U ;E) but each element in V can only have one
outgoing link to U , and vice versa. The corresponding bipartite
graph of a request matrix forms a matching.

2In the following paragraphs, if a matching is maximal and maximum
simultaneously, we denote such matchings as max matchings for short.



III. Motivating Examples

In the following examples, we discuss the influences of max
matching and show the cases that max matchings do not lead to
the best results. We assume the pipelined router architecture as in
[21]. For simplifying the discussion, we assume a 5-port router
and the number of virtual channel is set to 2.

In this example, we use request matrix to represent the
relationship between input ports and output ports. We use white
circles to state the requests in the stage of Switch Allocation (SA),
and black dot is specially for representing the future requests of
SA stage. The gray cells stands for the previous grants in last
allocation, which is used by history-based strategy, such as in
[21], [2].

Figure 2a shows two possible solutions denoted as i and i′.
Both of the two solutions achieve max matchings simultaneously
(3 in this case). Then, Figure 2b shows the following allocation.
Previously unallocated requests are left in (i + 1) and (i + 1)′,
respectively. Moreover, the future request, depicted in Figure 2a
with the black dot, becomes a current request in Figure 2b. Note
that both of the allocation (i+1) and (i+1)′ are max matchings
(2 and 1, respectively). However, allocation (i+1)′ results in an
input port conflict and therefore the latter max matching is worse
than the former.

This example shows that in two back-to-back allocations,
the current allocation may affect the next allocation. If we
only consider each single allocation, both of the two allocations
achieve max matchings and the drawback cannot be found. Note
that this example only shows the case of column conflicts. The
same idea can be applied to row conflicts.

Next, with the gray cells, we are able to observe the allo-
cations made by history-based strategies [21], [2]. It shows that
history-based strategies provide higher priorities to the previous
grants. However, in this example, it would select the allocation
(i + 1)′ based on the previous grants, and it eliminates the
possibility of concurrent transmission since it does not take the
future requests into consideration. To conclude, history-based
strategies are more conservative and tend to reserve the previous
connections to lower the risks of ports being idle. In contrast,
TS-Router takes the current allocation and incoming allocation
into consideration and explores more possibilities of parallel
connections. In other words, history-based strategies are look-
behind strategies which uses history of grants to improve the
QoA. In contrast, TS-Router not only considers the history, but
also contains a look-ahead strategy which uses the forwarding
messages to predict the incoming matchings.

IV. Design Concept of TS-Router

In the following discussion, we first give the router archi-
tecture to use. Second, we give the formulation of matching
maximization for current-next allocations. Third, we give the
detailed operations of an allocation with the future requests. An
illustration is given for demonstrating the operations step-by-step.
Finally, we discuss the modifications in the datapath to support
the prediction of future requests.

A. The General Router Architecture

We use a general router architecture mentioned in [1], [24]
as our baseline router architecture. The router has five pipeline
stages: Routing Computation (RC), Virtual-channel Allocation
(VA), Switch Allocation (SA), Switch Traversal (ST), and Link
Traversal (LT). Each router has multiple virtual channels per
input ports and VC flow control is used [5]. Note that the reason
that using a very general router architecture rather than optimized
ones is that our idea of predicting the future requests can be
realized by adding a few additional links and simple logics, which
is orthogonal to the most modern designs. Therefore, using a
general router architecture helps understand the spirit of our idea.
However, the idea can be integrated into most modern router
architectures as long as the router architecture involves VA and
SA stages.

B. Time-Series Switching

To design a time-series-considered router, while doing a
decision of allocation, the impact of the decision needs to be
calculated by estimating the profit brought by this allocation. In
a single router, for the Current-Next allocations, the Matching
Quality (MQ) is defined as the resulting Numbers of Matchings
(NoM) with a prospecting vision v > 0. The goal of MQ is as
follows with a given v:

maxMQ(allocationi) = max
∑

i<i+v

NoMi

A larger v can be set for more aggressive design. Theoretically
v → ∞ gives the upper bound of MQ. However, setting v → ∞
is not practical in real cases since the incoming traffic patterns
are always unknown until the runtime. In TS-Router, v is set to
1, which means that when doing the i-th allocation, it also takes
the next (i+ 1)-th allocation into consideration. This prediction
is performed inside the router by forwarding, so the accuracy is
relatively high. However, it is still possible that when doing i-th
allocation, more than one following allocations are considered,
i.e., (i+v)-th allocations, where v > 1. To do the more aggressive
prediction, the information required by the prediction may not
only come from the local router, but also the other neighbor
routers. Nevertheless, the accuracy will be relative low since
the prediction is made across the routers. Therefore, we focus
on conservative prediction in this paper rather than aggressively
prediction across the routers.

Figure 3 shows the datapath of TS-Router. A general separable
arbitrators design can be applied. A forwarding link from VA to
SA is for predicting the participants in the next allocation.

C. Priority Propagation in Priority Matrix

To represent the priority when conflict occurs in inport arbitra-
tion or outport arbitration, we use priority matrix which is similar
to the request matrix mentioned in Section II-B. Differently,
request matrix is a binary matrix, i.e., each entry in a cell is either
0 or 1, but an entry in a priority matrix is a value indicating the
priority when conflict occurs.
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Fig. 2: The white circles are the current requests and the black dot is the future request in the stage of Switch Allocation (SA). The
gray cells stand for the prioritized cells, which is used by history-based strategy, such as in [21], [2]. In this case, the gray cells are
previously granted requests. Note that: (a) both allocations i and i′ achieve max matchings (3 in this case). (b) In the next allocation,
although allocation (i+ 1) and (i+ 1)′ also are both max matchings (2 and 1, respectively), the latter has input port conflicts, so the
max matching is worse than the former.
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Fig. 3: Datapath of TS-Router. Dedicated links from the downstream routers provides the feedback information and stored in the VA/SA
latch. One forwarding link is from the pending request in the VA stage for predicting the participants in the next allocation.

An predicted request, represented by a black dot in the priority
matrix, means that the occupied cell (standing for an inport and
an outport) has a request in the next allocation, so it propagates
the priorities to the requests in the same column and the same
row except itself based on the following observations:

1) Clean the competitor(s): to avoid them occupying the inport
or the outport in the next allocation.

2) Improve parallelism: Once the competitor(s) is cleared, the
request(s) which is in the same row or the same column
has higher probability to be transmitted with the predicted
one in the next allocation.

Specifically, assuming that the predicted request is located at
(m,n), the cells in the m-th row and in the n-th column except
(m,n) itself are prioritized. For simplifying the explanation, we
use an illustration to help understand the process. As Figure 4a
shows, an predicted request is located at (2, 2). According to our
algorithm, the second row and the second column are prioritized

except (2, 2) itself. Therefore, the inport conflict between (4, 1)
and (4, 2) is resolved by letting (4, 2) win. Similarly, (2, 3) wins
the outport arbitration when conflicting with (3, 3). Figure 4b
shows the remaining requests, i.e., the new request (2,2) and
the losers in the previous arbitration. Apparently, the remaining
three requests do not have conflict because time-series switching
has resolved the possible conflicts in the previous allocation, and
therefore they can be transmitted in parallel in the next allocation.

Note that the values in the priority matrix can be accumulated
in one switch arbitration. Figure 5 shows an sample priority
matrix which has two predicted requests, in which the overlapped
prioritized cells have higher priorities and the values are accu-
mulated to 2. Note also that the accumulations only occur in one
switch allocation rather than accumulated along time. That is, the
priority matrix is refreshed to 0s every switch arbitration.

The request matrix can be implemented with several existing
methods, such as Tree Arbiter, Matrix Arbiter, and so on [23],
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Fig. 4: (a) Gray cells are prioritized by the predicted request
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[7]. In the following subsection, we implement the TS-Router
with Verilog to investigate the hardware considerations.

D. Router Implementation

To investigate the overheads in terms of several considera-
tions, we perform estimations on the power, area, and critical
path latency of our router architecture using Synopsys Design
Compiler. Behavioral RTL is synthesized using ST micron’s
65nm design libraries. We choose the nominal library with 1.20V
core voltage. The design of our baseline is a simplistic design
involving X-Y routing and only 4 stages: route computation,
switch allocation, crossbar transversal, and link transversal. The
stage of virtual-channel allocation is removed for simplifying
the following analysis. Note that this simple baseline router may
result in larger area overhead percentage when applying the logics
for realizing time-series switching. However, it will be relatively
small when applying the logics to other modern routers [18],
[19].

a) Area overhead of priority matrix.: Before entering the
RTL-based analysis, we calculate the area overhead of priority
matrix to give a formal estimation. Assuming that the size of
the crossbar is N ×N , then each cell in the priority matrix has
N − 1 neighbors in a row, and similarly N − 1 neighbors in
a column. Therefore, the accumulated priority value for a cell
ranges from [0, 2N − 2], and the required bits to store all the
values are N2⌈log2(2N − 2)⌉ bits. Note that since the entries
in priority matrix are cleared every switch arbitration, values in
cells will not be accumulated along time, so the analysis above
guarantees that values will not overflow.

b) Critical path, area overhead, and power consumption.:
Next, we estimate the critical path by synthesizing our designs

to reach the maximum frequency without violating timing con-
straint. Currently, the slowest path involves selecting the highest
priority input port without causing conflicts on output port grants.
This selection is an iterative process involving a sequential logic
path. Each iteration checks for the i-th highest priority and grants
the input if the output is not already granted. The list of output
ports already granted is used when selecting the (i−1)-th highest
priority input port. To boost the speed, we can check grants
of multiple input ports in parallel to speed up selection. To do
this, each input port must also compare the priorities of other
input ports, which adds additional comparators to the design. In
Figure 6, the priority matrix is calculated and then the arbitration
decision needs to be done based on the priority matrix. Take the
arbitration of output port 4 as an example, input port 1, 2 and
3 are involved in arbitration. Note that the maximum priority is
6 in this example. First, they compare their priority values with
6,5,4,2 and 1 in parallel. Then, these compared results are sent
to Conflict Solver, which can process conflicts in a round-robin
manner when two or more request have the same priorities. After
conflicts are solved, these results are treated as control signals
to Selector, which chooses the request with highest priority.
However, we only implement the selection process in a sequential
way currently.

Based on our synthesis results, our router can be run up to
333 MHz and the baseline up to 500 MHz. This results in a 33%
slower router. However, this is the maximum slowdown since we
can optimize the design to be more parallel at the cost of extra
area. Alternatively, the iterative process can be split by dividing
the switch allocation into two pipeline stages. With a completely
iterative process, the design requires additional 867 gates per
router than the baseline router with an absolute additional area
of 61 × 61µm2. Besides, considering the impacts of power
consumption due to NoC [28], [27], the power consumption is
also compared using the design compiler tool. We re-synthesized
the baseline router to operate at 333 MHz to compare the
power consumption. The result shows that our design consumes
additional 0.325 mW per router.

V. Evaluation

We use GEM5, a full-system simulator [4], with enabled Ruby
and Garnet to model the system [17], [1], including detailed
memory model and interconnection network. The evaluation is
threefold. First, we focus on the network performance by switch
GEM5 to network only mode, in which processing elements (PE)
act as traffic injectors, and we can synthesize several conven-
tional traffic patterns to examine the performance limitations of
the network. Second, we focus on the effectiveness of time-
series consideration. We use moving average to observe the
effectiveness by comparing TS-Router with Packet Chaining.
Finally, we switch GEM5 to full-system mode for running the
real benchmarks. The default settings are shown in Table I. If
the settings are modified in a specific experiment, they will be
mentioned in the paragraphs for avoiding confusion.
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Fig. 6: Priority-based arbitration microarchitecture.

TABLE I: Default simulation setup

Simulator settings
Processor family ALPHA ISA
Frequency 2 GHZ
Number of cores 64
Cache protocol MESI protocol
NoC topology 8-by-8 2D mesh network
Average Packet size 6 flits
Number of VCs 4
Input buffer size 5 flits
Routing algorithm Dimension-order

A. Evaluation for Network Performance

In this subsection, we investigate the synthetic traffic patterns
with different injection rates to observe the performances of
network latencies by iSLIP, Packet Chaining, and TS-Router, re-
spectively. Note that in the following experiments we implement
the second type of Packet Chaining (Same port, different VCs)
since it has been shown that it strikes the best tradeoff between
implementation overhead and performance gain [21].

c) Network latency of synthetic traffic patterns.: Under
tornado and bit-complement traffic, TS-Router can have the better
performance than the other two allocators. This is because that a
high queueing latency may be incurred in Packet Chaining due
to the reservation of the previous allocation. This phenomenon is
due to starvation which is discussed in Section V-B3. In Figure
7 and Figure 8, TS-Router has a 76% lower average latencies
compared to the other two allocators at the saturation point.
Figure 9a shows the network latencies under uniform distribution
traffic. TS-Router outperforms the other two allocators except
while the injection rate is between 0.5 and 0.7 due to too many
future requests involved, which will be further discussed in the
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Fig. 7: The latency comparison under tornado traffic with differ-
ent injection rates.
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Fig. 8: The latency comparison under bit-complement traffic with
different injection rates.

section V-B1.
As the injecting rate increases, the network latency increases

exponentially due to the network saturation. Therefore, it is
difficult to observe that TS-Router outperform the other two
allocators in low injection rates. We zoomed in Figure 9a before
the injection rate achieves the saturation point (IR ≤ 0.33) under
uniform traffic pattern. As depicted in Figure 9b, it shows that
TS-Router has lower latency when the network is not saturated.
The same trends can be found in all the synthetic workloads when
the injection rate is low. This property is important since most
parallel programs run with the injection rate before saturation
point according to [12], [25], and therefore achieving low latency
before the saturation point is quite critical for most programs.

B. Evaluation for Time-Series Switching

1) Number of Matchings: In the following two experiments,
we investigate the effectiveness of time-series consideration. We
use three different synthetic traffic distribution with different
injection rates to see the total resulted numbers of matchings
by iSLIP, Packet Chaining, and TS-Router, respectively. As
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show, the X-axis is the injection
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Fig. 9: The latency comparison under uniform traffic with different injection rates.
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Fig. 10: The improved numbers of matchings by Packet Chaining
and TS-Router under tornado distribution traffic.

rate (flits/cycle), and the Y-axis is the difference of matching
numbers, and the results show that TS-Router outperforms Packet
Chaining. In addition, the total number of allocation of Packet
Chaining is worse than the baseline (iSLIP-1). This is because the
traffic pattern of bit-complement is relatively more stable than the
other two synthetic traffic, and the existing allocation is always
prioritized than the newcomers. The resulted network behaves as
a pseudo circuit-switch network and starve the newcomers, as we
observed in the network latency. Further discussion is in Section
V-B3.

However, Packet Chaining can take advantages of inheriting
the pervious allocation while the injection is larger than 0.4 in
uniform traffic, as illustrated in Figure 12. We observe that the
allocation of TS-Router may behave similarly as iSLIP while the
network becomes congested in uniform pattern. This is because
that the priorities of the requests are almost the same since too
many future requests, which are generated in uniform pattern
with high injection rate, participate in the priority propagation.
Nevertheless, it cannot happen in tornado and bit-complement
traffic since the requests can be only generated in some inputs
and outputs in these two traffic patterns.

2) Analysis of time series: To further analyze the effective-
ness of time-series consideration, we focus on the saturation point
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Fig. 11: The improved numbers of matchings by Packet Chaining
and TS-Router under bit-complement distribution traffic.

(IR=0.4) and use moving average, which is a common technique
in statistics for analyzing the trend in time series. We compared
TS-Router with Packet Chaining since both of them are based on
the observation that consecutive allocations affect each other.

For the readability, we sampled 500 cycles of the router in the
center of the network. However, the following observation can
also be found when sampling other routers with longer period.
In each cycle the number of matchings is recorded, denoted as
mpc and mts for Packet Chaining and TS-Router, respectively.
As Figure 13 shows, the Y-axis is the difference between the
matching number, i.e., mts −mpc, and the X-axis is the cycles.
The light gray lines shows the fluctuation and it is hard to observe
the trend. However, by applying moving average with period 10
(the black lines), the effects of time-series can be easily observed.
As Figure 13 shows, the black lines are above the X-axis and
thus positive at most time, which means considering the time-
series effect, TS-Router outperforms Packet Chaining. With larger
period, the effects are more obvious. Similar trends are found
under tornado and bit-complement traffic distribution, as shown
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Fig. 12: The improved numbers of matchings by Packet Chaining
and TS-Router under uniform distribution traffic.
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Fig. 13: The moving average for the difference of matching
numbers between Packet Chaining and TS-Router under uniform
distribution.

in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
The above two experiments conclude that TS-Router’s look-

ahead strategy is more effective than Packet Chaining’s look-
behind strategy. This is because look-behind is empirical inferring
from past allocation to current allocation. In contrast, TS-Router
accurately predicts the requestors in the following allocations
and uses the future requestors as the clues to do the priorities
assignment in current allocation, which is intrinsically time-
series-considered rather than empirical inferring.

3) Starvation effects.: In this experiment, we compare the
starvation effect when applying Packet Chaining and TS-Router.
Since Packet Chaining is based on the assumption that the
previous allocation is similar to the current allocation, the existing
granted requests are prioritized to avoid joining the current
allocation, which leads to the possibility of starving the new re-
quests. For evaluating this affection, we compare Packet Chaining
and TS-Router by increasing the packet length under the bit-
complement traffic. As Figure 16 shows, when the packet length
is between 1 and 3, Packet Chaining and TS-Router have the same
performance in terms of the total number of matchings. When the
packet length is between 4 and 5, TS-Router outperforms Packet
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Fig. 14: The moving average for the difference of matching
numbers between Packet Chaining and TS-Router under tornado
traffic.
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Fig. 15: The moving average for the difference of matching
numbers between Packet Chaining and TS-Router under bit-
complement traffic.

Chaining because the former leads to larger network capacity.
Note that the network is getting saturated when the packet length
is larger than 5. Unfortunately, when the packet length continues
to increase, Packet Chaining inherits the previous allocation and
the hit rate is very high due to the longer packet length. It makes
the network behaves as a pseudo circuit-switch network, and
the inherited allocations starve the new requests, which lead to
exponential queuing delay in the network. Although the starvation
effect can be avoided by setting a predefined value to cut the
chain, i.e., limit the maximum number of chained flits, to avoid
the starvation effect. However, it is related to the traffic behavior
and therefore finding a suitable value for various traffic is not
even possible.

Nevertheless, TS-Router relies on the predicted allocation
rather than the existing ones, and therefore it does not starve
the new requests. The priority is assigned according to whether
or not more parallel connections can be granted. To conclude,
TS-Router is more general and independent of the packet length,
which leads to a starvation-free network.

C. Benchmark Evaluation

In this experiment, we configure GEM5 as a ALPHA CMP
with 64 CPUs which is connected by an 8 × 8 mesh network.
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Each CPU is the out-of-order architecture and only supports
single thread. The related setting is listed at Table I. We use
nine programs from SPEC2006 [11] benchmarks. For each eval-
uation, the benchmark program is duplicated to 64 instances and
distributed to the corresponding 64 cores as one-to-one mapping.
The programs on each CPU run independently and generate the
cache traffic, and the cache controller follows the cache protocols
to generate packets into the three independent networks as LD
(load) network, IFETCH (instruction fetch) network, and ST
(store) network according to the packet type.

As Figure 17a shows, the network latency of TS-Router
in LD network can be improved up to 8.5% compared with
Packet Chaining. Also, we calculate the Instruction-Per-Cycle
(IPC) when using TS-Router and Packet Chaining. As Figure
17b shows, TS-Router outperforms Packet Chaining in all the
benchmarks, and the improvement is 2% on average.

VI. Related Works

To maximize the number of matchings in allocation, previ-
ous works such as Wavefront and Augmenting Path allocators
can achieve maximal matchings and maximum matchings [26],
[9], respectively. However, the hardware cost is much larger
and therefore not practical in real implementations [13]. iSLIP
separate allocators [20], which arbitrates inport and outport
separately with round-robin priority, keeps the allocation simple
but sacrifices the efficiency of matching. These allocators focus
on each allocation independently and therefore can only achieve
local optimal solutions.

In [29], the out-of-order requests to DRAM caused by NoC
is discussed. In this paper, they propose the idea of hold grant
which reduces the interleaving memory requests to keep the row-
buffer hit-rate in the memory controller. Holding grants allows
previously granted input to have higher priority than others and
thereby avoids the locality of memory request being broken.

Different from the viewpoint of improving the efficiency of
memory access, Pseudo-Circuit and Packet Chaining are more
from the viewpoint of interconnection design. Both of them take

advantages of the most recent allocation based on the observa-
tion that the last allocation tends to be similar to the current
allocation [21], [2], so the last allocation is kept which results
a circuit-switch-like behavior. The experiment results show that
the performance can outperform Wavefront and Augmenting Path
allocators due to the implicit time-series consideration. TS-Router
shares similar concept, i.e., consecutive allocations, but with
the explicit time-series consideration in the allocation algorithm.
Instead of inheriting the past allocation which benefits the ex-
isting connections, TS-Router predicts the following requests for
exploring more parallel connections between current allocation
and next allocation. Due to the native time-series consideration,
TS-Router outperforms these history-based allocators.

Other research works have explored the related problem with
different points of views, such as running pipeline stage in
parallel by speculation [24], [23], bypassing pipeline stages or
having express channel for prioritized packets [15], [19], [18],
and speed up the routing latency by looking-ahead design [10].
Most of these works are orthogonal to TS-Router. In other
words, the concept of TS-Router can be implemented in these
state-of-the-art routers and the existing advantages can be kept
simultaneously.

VII. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we first summarize the state-of-the-art works
and TS-Router with our time-series model, which includes the
past allocation, current allocation, as well as next allocation.
Next, we propose TS-Router, a time-series effects considered
router, which leverages the forwarding information from the
previous pipeline stage to make a foresighted arbitration. By
the foresighted arbitrations, the numbers of parallel connections
(pairs of inputs and outputs) of the routers can be increased and
also the whole system performance.

In the future work, we will apply TS-Router to many-core
accelerator and hybrid design, such as the interconnection for
GPU and Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). With more
various processing elements interconnected by NoC, more factors
are necessary to be explored, such as the impact of different traffic
patterns, the different topologies, and the performance of high-
radix TS-Router when being the communication fabric for the
large-scale chip multiprocessors [8], [14], [22].
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